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What is: IMO, MED, Wheelmark, SOLAS, FTP, MCA, USCG number?

There is a huge amount of jargon but to simplify things this is the easiest way to understand it.

1. The IMO governs the Fire Safety rules for international waters
2. SOLAS sets the safety standard for the IMO who publish the FTP
3. MED sets the standards for Europe (EU) which incorporates the IMO standards
4. In addition to the IMO standards the MED stipulates a need for quality assurance and consistency in product and production
5. The Wheelmark is the sign of compliance to the MED Fire Safety Standards and thus IMO too
6. In the UK the MCA is the agency responsible for ensuring that companies adhere to the MED standards and issues the Wheelmark as a mark of compliance
7. The USCG number is the USA equivalent of the MED.

It’s the Law!
- To be legal in International waters your mattresses needs to comply with the IMO standards
- All EU registered vessels must have Wheelmarked Mattresses
- In the USA all mattresses must have a US Coast Guard Number.

Ship Shape IMO Mattresses are compliant with all three!

Acronyms: SOLAS (Safety of Life At Sea), IMO (International Maritime Organisation), MED (Marine Equipment Directive), FTP (The IMO’s Fire Test Procedures), MCA (Maritime and Coastguard Agency)
Ship Shape International Mattress Operations range of mattresses are compliant with IMO regulations and are endorsed with the MED Wheelmark and carry the US Coastguard Number. They are a legal requirement in international, US and European waters.

“What Makes a Good Mattress?”

A mattress's job is to provide a supportive, comfortable layer for you to sleep on. It must allow your hips and shoulders to sink in sufficiently so that your spine can remain supported and straight while lying on your side.

Too firm a mattress and your body will be supported on your hips and shoulders leaving your spine sagging.

Too soft and thin and you will have pressure points on your body and again leaving the back unsupported.

In addition the mattress must breath exceptionally well allowing your perspiration to move freely away from your body, leaving you comfortable and dry even on the warmest of nights.

“Sleep Well - Be Safe”

For effective and safe running of a ship it is vital that officers and crew are well rested. This is not a luxury. Well rested crew are more alert, vigilant and effective in the tasks at hand.
Ship Shape IMO Mattresses
All our mattresses are MED Wheelmarked, IMO compliant and have a USCG number.

The ‘Admiral’ - Elite Orthopaedic Mattress.
✔ Protects the back, joints and spine
✔ Full body support
✔ Highly comfortable mattress
✔ Side strengthened

The ‘Officer’ - Home Comfort Afloat.
✔ Home Comfort Afloat
✔ Luxury Pocket Springs
✔ Highly comfortable mattress
✔ Available in a range of depths

*Fabrics may vary

Call +44 (0) 8704 464 233    Fax +44 (0) 8701 304 688
All our mattresses are made in the UK and can be produced in any size.

The ‘Crew’ - Economical Sprung Mattress.

- Economical Sprung Mattress
- Any size in 3” increments
- Range of Comforts
- 8” Deep

The ‘Versatile’ - Quality Foam Mattress.

- Hardwearing Foam
- Any Shape & Size
- Flexible mattress can be bent around doors etc.
- Any Depth
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Flame Retardant Bedding

**Fitted Sheets: Made to measure**

Super soft finish. 145g 100% polyester bed linen.

All our inherently flame retardant bed linen complies with BS 7175 Source 7.

**Mattress Protectors:**

Machine washable. Fire retardant mattress protector, provides an additional layer of comfort while protecting the mattress from stains and spills. Source 5. Like our Sheets - Can be made to any shape and size.

**Duvet: - Super Soft - Machine washable and hard wearing**

Super Soft Non bio degradable Non Allergenic Washable Hypo allergenic. BS7175 Source 5.

Duvet Covers - all our duvet covers are in a range of colours and are super soft. Conform to BS7175 source 7.

**Fire Retardant Pillows:**

Choose from a range of fire retardant pillows including, wipe-able, water proof and machine washable. Fire Retardant to Source 5 or 7.
Flame Retardant Bedding

Traditional Cellular Blanket Soft and Cosy

Super soft, light weight and hard-wearing available in a wide range of colours.

Complies to BS5866 Part 4. Thermal Disinfection up to 71°. Can be washed up to 90°.

DRY-Mat® Stops the build up of Condensation under mattresses

DRY-Mat is the best solution to stop condensation under mattresses and cushions thus preventing Mildew, Damp and unpleasant odours.

DRY-Mat will transform your bed, increase comfort on thin mattresses, prolong the mattress life and reduce damp and mold. The results are astonishing.

Available in large rolls or precut to size.

DRY-Mat is only 10mm think but allows a constant flow of air under the mattress. Sufficient thin so as not to lift the mattress above the fiddles.
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